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Gitlab artifacts from other project

I'm building a mid-sized application and I'm in a place where I have several smaller projects/artifacts that will depend on another project. All projects will be built in java, using gradle as a build tool. What is the best way to manage this gitlab? I just want a bigger project to compile properly, but I'm not sure where to put
these java artifacts? Page 2 comments With the recently added cool feature showing dependencies between stages (gitlab-ce #14211), it is now possible to reuse built artifacts across the stages by adding a few lines .gitlab-ci.yml. What is missing though is the extension to this feature, which makes it easy to indicate the
dependence on some build is some stage is the artifact of another project. Currently building an executable project I'm simply restoring library code every time I build an executable that is a waste of time and resources. The interqueerence feature would solve the problem elegantly and make life easier, i.e. no additional
API keys, curl, safe variables, etc. It also can help others who require features such as gitlab-ce #4768 (better link artifacts). Proposal To implement this behavior, we will add new keywords to needs that can refer to other projects/ref/artifacts incremental steps as follows: Remove the need for dependencies
generate_content: needs: - work: other-job-in-this-pipeline artifacts: true MR, that implements this step: !19943 (combined) Make cross-project work dependency with Bridge generate_content &lt;5&gt;: needs: - project: this_project # This is a supplement to mark this dependency as a Bridge job ref: master # This is a filter
bridge job: another-work-in-another-pipeline artifacts: true It will bring the last successfully built artifacts from another work-in-another pipeline job on the main branch of the project this_project. The reference in this respect is the original proposal. Let's say I have a library project in my library and some other project my-
exe that needs artifacts from my library to build the stage they build. So, according to the proposal, my-exe's .gitlab-ci.yml may look something like this: ... # build the work of my-exe project build: linux: stage: build dependencies: - project: quyse/ my-library # required, name of the project done:
123456789abcdef123456789a draw hash in my library repository branch: master # optional, branch name in my library repository tag: v1.1# optional, tag name in my library repository # could be other filters work: linux-x64# required, work name defined .git-ci.yml in my library script:...... So here ci is supposed to fetch the
artifacts of linux-x64 work to build my library project, set on the specified affiliate and draw (or the specified tag), and unpack them in the runner's working directory for my-exe build (in the same way as it is currently). There is no ambiguity with the use of current dependencies string value can still mean dependence on
some other from the project itself, and only if it is the value of the YAML card, then it is an external (subtotal) dependency. run, branch, and tag fields are optional and act as a filter, they can be used at the same time to resolve confusion: for example, there may be multiple builds that match the same execution (in
different nodes), and of course there are multiple builds that correspond to the same branch. (In fact, even both the draw and the branch/tag indicated it could still have multiple builds, such as if the build is reprinted, or the branch deleted/re-pushed, or whatever). So if there are several builds, CI can only be used for the
latest one. Perhaps CI should always use the latest successful build (from the list of builds to match the filter), i.e. build where all the stages (not marked with allow_failure) are successful, not the only one we use artifacts from. (Just not sure if such a concept already exists). If there is no matching make up library, the
addict's build has to wait until one appears (basically, just like the addicted stages waiting for their dependencies at present). The CI runner should fetch artifacts using api powers, so should be allowed access to the private projects it has added (or if it is attached to a group, or any other rule applies here). It looks
reasonable that this feature will only work on all projects on one Gitlab server. Pout vintage bulbs by Patrick Tomaso on UnsplashModern software products consist of a variety of components and microservices that work together, relying on many libraries and addictions: therefore, many projects cannot be limited to just
one repository. With GitLab 9.3, we released pipelines of several projects to make interactions between different repositories easy to manage. Here's a look at how they work. Note: These features are available for GitLab Premium, Gold subscriptions, and for public projects GitLab.com only. What are multi-project
pipelines and how do they help? Multi-project pipelines cover several repositories, creating a link between them. But what is technically possible to achieve, and how? Starting an external pipeline directly from your work The most important feature is the ability to trigger the external pipeline from gitlab-ci.yml: using the
special variable $CI_JOB_TOKEN and the pipeline trigger API, you can start another pipeline in another project directly from your work without setting up an additional authentication proxies or configuration in the target project: GitLab automatically finds the user who runs the caller's pipeline, and run the target one with
the same privileges. The $CI_JOB_TOKEN is automatically created when the job is started: it is associated with the user running the job, so GitLab can enforce permissions when working with other related projects. It also has a very limited capability and it is automatically destroyed as soon as the work runs out to
prevent abuse. Another very useful has the ability to see how projects are directly linked to the pipeline schedule: the bottom-up and downstream sections are made into square boxes and connected to the main flow. They give you the status of the associated pipelines and you can easily jump to them by clicking the
boxes. This feature is also available in the pipeline mini-graph, which is shown in the Merge Request Widget (this feature was released with GitLab 9.4). Learn how bottom-up and down pipelines are displayed on both sides of graphDownload artifacts from another projectYou can also use the $CI_JOB_TOKEN variable
with the WORK API to download artifacts from another project. This is very useful if one of the related pipelines creates the dependency you need (this is possible since GitLab 9.5). Why do we need multi-project pipelines? Let's see how multi-project pipelines could be very helpful when working with real-life projects.
Automatically check for changes to all added componentsTotal development model is api provider, web front and some additional services (bulk data processing, e-mail management, etc.). Each of these components has its own life in a different repository, but they are strictly related: in one of them, changes should lead
to builds and integration tests in all related projects to check whether changes are not implemented in unexpected behavior. Linking these projects to multi-project pipelines automates this task, and users will receive notifications in case of failure. Automatically start the downstream pipelines for packagingOther common
scenario where multi-project pipelines can be used to simplify the development workflow are software packaging and release: each time changes are directed to a stable branch, the downstream pipeline for the repository responsible for packaging the application is activated automatically. This pipeline can easily load the
latest artifacts from all storages that contain application components and create a Docker image or package that can then be published and distributed. Application Example You can find an example application here. It consists of a Maven package and a command line app that uses it as an addictive. The package is built



and deployed in GitLab Maven Repository, then it causes a multi-project pipeline to update the entire application. You can look upstream and downstream of the pipelines to see how both projects interact to keep everything up to date. ConclusionMa project pipelines are very useful when working with large applications
that are not fully contained in a single repository. Existing features allow users to connect them together and automate processes without complicated settings. We want to continue to re-pipeline several projects, and everyone is invited to comment on this feature and to suggest how we can make it even stronger in the
future. Cover image of Gerrie van der Walt on UnsplashOriginally 31 about.gitlab.com 2018. 2018.
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